
’’This is probably one of the best 
single cup tea infusers I’ve used..’’

• How to adjust your infuser - Over time you may 

need to adjust your infuser if a gap develops 

between the two halves.  Open the infuser with 

the extended half on the bottom - now gently 

press the bottom half upwards. Close and open 

the infuser a few times. You should hear a slight 

scraping sound. If not repeat.

• Cleaning - You can place your infuser in the 

dishwasher, however we recommend against 

it to avoid any soapy residue in your tea and to 

extend the life of the infuser.

With small particle teas (such as rooibos), you can try a 

“wash”. This technique will work with just about any tea.

• Use two cups and fill both with boiling water

• Place your infuser into the first cup for about 10 

seconds and then gently stir the infuser for an 

additional 5 seconds. Remove the infuser.

• Now place your infuser into the second cup and 

let it steep for the normal time.

• This should eliminate the majority of the tea 

debris

Maintaining & Adjusting 
Your Tea Stainer

Using a “Wash” to eliminate 
small tea debris

1. Use your infuser to measure the perfect 

amount of tea. We suggest adding enough 

tea to cover the bottom half of the infuser. 

This allows the tea plenty of room to expand 

and breathe producing a fuller flavor and no 

bitterness.

2. Make sure to pre-heat your cup. Simply pour 

boiling water into your cup, swirl it around 

for a few seconds, and dump. Fill your cup 

again with boiling water to brew your tea. This 

ensures that the brewing water does not lose 

precious temperature and produce weaker 

tea.

3. If you are using smaller leaf, ground, spiced, 

or herb teas with smaller particles, you will 

get better results by allowing the infuser to sit 

in the cup for a few minutes before swirling 

it around. The tea will expand and less will 

escape through the holes.

If you have any questions contact us at:
E mail: support@Aspire2Shop.com
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